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DA#2

Q2 You should be reporting test 
results and confidence intervals. (No 
adjustments required)


Assumptions: don’t be fooled by 
different sample sizes. (add pic)



qplot(wife_degree, .resid,  data = fit) 



qplot(wife_degree, .resid,  data = fit,  
  geom = "boxplot")  

qplot(.fitted, .resid,  data = fit,  
  geom = “boxplot”, group = wife_degree)  



qplot(.resid,  data = fit, )  +  
  facet_wrap(~ wife_degree, ncol = 1)



qplot(.resid,  data = fit, )  +  
  facet_wrap(~ wife_degree, ncol = 1, scale = "free_y") 



The response variable is the 
measurement we are interested in 
explaining or predicting.


The explanatory variable is the 
measurement we want to use to 
explain or predict the response.



So far...
We have had:

a single continuous response


a single discrete explanatory variable 

(the grouping variable)


We have been interested in predicting the 
mean response in each group.

quantitative

qualitative

categorical



Simple Linear Regression
We have had:

a single continuous response


a single discrete explanatory variable 

(the grouping variable)


We will be interested in predicting the mean 
response at each value of the explanatory 
variable with a straight line.

continuous

many explanatory variables =

multiple linear regression -> ST512



Big Bang (case0601)
qplot(Velocity, Distance, data = case0701) + 
    geom_smooth(method = "lm", se = FALSE)
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Notation

We will use the symbol Y for the 
response variable.

We will use the symbol X for the 
explanatory variable.

When talking about observed data, Yi 
and Xi are the observed response and 
explanatory variable for ith observation. 

i can be between 1 and n (the sample size)



is the mean of Y as a function of X.

 

is the mean of the response as a 
function of the explanatory variable.

μ{Y|X}


μ{Y|X} = E{Y|X} if you’ve taken ST521




The simple linear regression model

μ{Y|X} = β0 + β1 X

The mean response is a straight line function of the 
explanatory variable.

Parameters

Intercept Slope

Chapter 7 is devoted to estimating β0 and β1 and their 
statistical properties

Describes the relationship between the response and 
explanatory variable with two parameters.

+ some other assumptions



Intercept and Slope

The intercept gives the mean 
response at an explanatory value of 
zero, μ{Y| X = 0}.

The slope gives the associated 
change in the mean response for a 
1 unit increase in the explanatory 
variable.



estimate of β0 = 0.399
estimate of β1 = 0.0014

We estimate the mean distance of a nebula travelling at 0 km/sec to be 0.399 
parsecs from Earth.

We estimate that an increase in velocity of 1 km/sec is associated with an increase in mean 
distance from Earth by 0.0014 parsecs.

intercept
slope



Wednesday(?) beers

A study conducted at Ohio State University 
randomly assigned student volunteers to a 
number of cans of beer to drink. 

Thirty minutes later, a police officer 
measured their blood alcohol content, BAC. 

The officers would like to investigate the 
relationship between blood alcohol content 
and number of beers.  



Beer and BAC

           

Estimates: 
Intercept =  -0.013    

Slope =  0.018

qplot(beers, bac, data = beer) +  
   geom_smooth(method = "lm", se = FALSE) 



Your turn

           

Estimates: 
Intercept =  -0.013    

Slope =  0.018

What is the interpretation of the slope and 
intercept?



Your turn
Intercept: -0.013

We estimate, that mean BAC after drinking 0 beers is 
-0.013 %. (correct interpretation of model).

Slope: 0.018

We estimate that the mean BAC will increase 0.018 
percentage points with each additional beer that is 
consumed. (correct for this study).

We estimate that with each additional beer that is 
consumed there is an associated increase in the mean 
BAC of 0.018 percentage points. (observational study 
wording).



qplot(beers, bac, data = beer) +  
   geom_smooth(method = "lm", se = FALSE,  
               formula = y ~ x - 1 )

Force intercept = 0

Slope = 0.016

not examinable



When X = 0, falls outside the explanatory 
values of interest, it doesn't make sense to 
interpret the intercept. 

e.g. height versus weight, how much on average does 
someone weigh who is 0cm tall?


You can change the scale on the slope if it's 
easier to understand,

a change in the explanatory of Z units results in 
a change in the mean response of (Z × slope) 
units.



Interpolation and extrapolation
Using the straight line model we can predict the 
response for any value of the explanatory 
variable.

Interpolation is when we predict the response 
using a value within the range of measured 
explanatory values. 
Extrapolation is when we predict the response 
using a value outside the range of measured 
explanatory values.




observed data

predict mean here

estimated mean 

based on linear 

regression

true model 

for the mean

true mean

Extrapolation is dangerous because we can’t check the 
adequacy of our model for the values of interest using the 
data at hand.



Your turn
Interpolation or extrapolation?

Mean BAC after 3.5 beers

Mean BAC after 10 beers


Mean BAC 0.5 beers



Next...
How do we estimate the slope and 
intercept?

What kind of uncertainty do we have 
about those estimates?

How do we make inference about the 
mean response?

How do we make inference about the 
response?



A bit of summation notation next week.  You 
should be comfortable with expressions like:

∑i Yi = Y1 + Y2 + ... + Yn


1/n ∑i Yi = Y̅ 


∑i (Yi - Y̅)  = (Y1 - Y̅) + (Y2 - Y̅) + ... + (Yn- Y̅)

∑i (Xi - X̅) (Yi - Y̅) 


= (X1 - X̅) (Y1 - Y̅) + ... + (Xn - X̅) (Yn - Y̅)


∑

You won't have to calculate anything (R will do the work)

but you need to be comfortable seeing them.


